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Xbox one gaming headset with mic

You're here because you want the best Xbox One headphone money you can buy. Fortunately, whether you own an Xbox One or have upgraded to xbox series X, many Xbox-compatible gaming headsets will work on both generations of Microsoft consoles – which is great news when it comes to
diversity. We've waded waist deep into the headset market, testing wired and wireless models from inexpensive services to purchase types that offer you a monthly payment plan at checkout, all in the name of filtering out noise and highlighting your notable Xbox compatible headphones. It's not just a
matter of totting up costs compared to the number of bullet points on spec sheets, though. Functionality is important here, but the basic sound quality and comfort in those long sessions have been trying to figure out how the whippersnappers build quickly around you in Fortnite. We've tested a range of
Xbox One gaming headsets with these criteria, so read on for our favorite options on a variety of budgets. (Photo credit: Turtle Beach) An affordable gaming headset made for xbox consolesIn the presence of more premium gaming headsets currently available to Xbox One and Xbox Series X/S players,
Turtle Beach's Stealth 600 Gen 2 brings special bangs to your buck, thanks to its excellent sound quality and powerful features. Handily, Turtle Beach offers a Stealth 600 Gen 2 model specifically designed for Xbox consoles, which means users can pair gaming headsets directly with their Xbox One or
Xbox Series X/S without USB connectivity or optical connectivity – it's as simple as pairing controllers. From an audio point of view, the Stealth 600 Gen 2 delivers vivid singly sound (the headset works well with Windows Sonic and Dolby Atmos for Headphones) with a fairly large depth. This is because of
their powerful 50mm drivers, which provide exceptional clarity and bass, depending on your audio preferences. The mode button allows users to cycle through four EQ settings: Signature Sound, Bass Boost, Bass + Treble Boost and Vocal Boost. In addition, quickly pressing the power button will allow the
SuperHuman Listening mode, amplifying subtle sounds such as footsteps and reloading weapons to give players a tactical advantage. You also get a muted flip-down mic when flicked up, separate volume rockers for chat and games, along with the much-appreciated inclusion of microphone monitoring,
allowing you to hear your own voice while you chat. It's not always smooth sailing, though – we've experienced a spotty connection on a few instances in online matches in Cold War Call of Duty: Black Ops, with dotted sounds like Morse Code coming through. That said, it didn't out often enough to be a
real cause for concern. It is also worth noting that the headphones feel a slightly cheap plastic, and it it quite tight on the head and around the ears, which leads to some discomfort during long gaming sessions. That said, Turtle Beach's Stealth 600 Gen 2 gaming headset is a great all-in-one headset for
those who want to keep a lid on their finance. Read the full review: Turtle Beach Stealth 600P Gen 2 review (Photo Credit: Turtle Beach) Turtle Beach is the longest established professional gaming headset manufacturer, with fanatical tracking among professional gamers – and when you open its top Elite
Pro box, you can see why. It simply oozes no cost-spare design, and sports all the neat touches born from decades of professional gaming experience. But more importantly, it sounds spectacular, with loud bass and crystal clear treble adding up to a sound that will allow you to get deep immersed in
whatever game you're playing. Comfortable-wise, it's exemplary, with large, thick earpads removing all background noise, and can be easily adjusted to fit all head sizes. A neat feature allows you to add distance to earpads to accommodate a pair of glasses. On Xbox One, we recommend partnering with
a tool set called Tactical Audio Adapter, clips to an Xbox One controller, and act as an amplifier, adding some additional audio controls included in a separate graphical balance type box called the Tactical Audio Controller (expensive but plus Dolby 7.1 surround sound). These features include Turtle
Beach's Superhuman Hearing, which enhances the sound of the player's footsteps and is great for hardcore first-person shooter fans and Dynamic Chat Boost, keeping chat levels i hearable even as background noise increases. Plus, it allows you to independently adjust the volume of games and chat.
Add tank-like build quality to the equation and you have a headset that has become a status symbol for those who value their game. Read the full review: The Turtle Beach Elite Pro. Tournament headset (Photo credit: Razer) There's an old saying that a ship in a harbor is safe, but that's not what ships are
built for, and Razer actually pushed the boat out with its Razer Nari Ultimate headphones. Razer Nari Ultimate is an interesting concept, and something needs to be tried to be believed. Razer designed a powerful pair of headphones, with a very existing feature, making Nari Ultimate the best Xbox One
wireless headset on the market. Check out our Razer Nari Ultimate review. As a high-quality, low-cost headset from Corsair, this wired option could be the best budget Xbox One gaming headset on the market. It can only have stereo (instead of arch bar), but it is hardly a noticeable deficit. It produces
dynamic sound, and the actual headset is luxurious and comfortable. This hardly seems like the budget headset that it is. Check out our full Corsair HS50 stereo gaming headset Credit: Steelseries) Pristine Arctis audio for the Xbox One's 'exciting' little greenOne team quirks as its own wireless audio
system, which requires headphones to go extra miles to communicate with. That means historically it's hard to get more advanced Arctis models from the Steelseries to play ball here, but with 9x the pain it all disappears. The first clue here is green - this is very similar to the Arctis 7 and Arctis Pro models
available for PC and PS4, but with the necessary hard-coded Xbox One compatibility. Basically the same shell, that means the ski goggled headband is as comfortable as on other models, and the layout of the controls remains perfect. Combine chat and volume scrolling wheels, mute the microphone, all
located at the back of the headset. Simple. What you will always hear about arctis cans is that they sound more 'flattering' than others. This is a reference to its flat EQ response (imagine a straight line along the equal set) rather than any concept that sounds that will make you feel flat. It's vivid and
detailed, like the affordable audiophile device - it just doesn't smother on the bass as many PC game manufacturers feel compeled. The only fleck of spittle in your ointment is that it's pretty hard to get the unique play with Windows. You rely solely on Bluetooth connectivity in Mr. Gates's ecosystem, which
means drop-out issues and connections are a little more common. This is one for Xbox One devotees, then. (Photo credit: Astro) COD and Astro headphones. Since the first days of the Xbox One, the two have gone hand in hand as lovelorn teenagers, skipping together into territory buying aspirations for
those of us who don't feel perfectly fine with dropping $250+ on a headset. And as gen 4 versions of the A50 turn up, well, plus change ça. It remains extremely comfortable, instantly and for long sessions. It still sounds like sellotaping a high-end surround sound speaker system into your head (don't type
it 'til you tried it). And you'll still notice it all in your current account. But the A50 does enough to retain its crown. The wireless base base price has been moved down to a thinner configuration that takes up less space on your desktop or TV dock, retaining the LED function to tell you the volume level and
charging level, whether surround sound is turned on or not, and when Xbox or PC mode is selected. A PS4 compatible version is also available, if the space under your telly platform is a possibility. While wireless charging seems to take a longer time than traditional USB charging, we think the sound and
comfort here makes that grumble small all but a point of debate. It's a perfectly balanced, weighted and cushioned design that hugs your head and simply never For sound - clear, sharp, throaty at the low level - paradise in the game, and just as musically suited Movie. The Command Center app that
comes with these cans is not quite as fancy as hardware, but in truth you won't need to fiddle with it much in the first place to enjoy the best from it. Cheapest Xbox One plans, deals and updated prices, November 16, 2020: This list has been updated to include Corsair Virtuoso Wireless SE and includes
microphone demos when applicable. Finding the best gaming headset is essential. Gaming speakers don't offer the same level of immersion and let distractions hinder your game. Regular headphones may be enough, but serious players will prefer greater comfort, built-in microphones, wider audio, and
splendid gaming aesthetics. However, not all gaming headsets are created equal. We looked at price, value, sound quality, 3D space regeneration, comfort, compatibility and design to separate wheat from husks. Our list of best gaming headsets will include a variety of products for different needs. Let's
get started! Best Gaming Headphones Note ByEditor: We'll update this list of best gaming headsets regularly when new headphones come out.1. Audeze MobiusKnown to make some of the best headphones in the world, Audeze Mobius gaming headphones are pretty much the best gaming headset you
can get. The headset offers top-of-the-line sound quality pumped out from its plank electromagnetic drivers, accurately reproducing sound on the frequency spectrum, without emphasizing more bass. Don't miss: Audeze Mobius review (SoundGuys)However this is not only one of the best gaming
headphones because of its raw sound performance. It is very comfortable, with memory foam and a super flexible band. The headset supports every possible method of connectivity, whether it's a 3.5mm jack, USB, or Bluetooth 5.0. Audeze also teamed up with Waves Nx to bring 3D audio to Mobius. In
addition to the 7.1 virtual surround sound that the game supports, you can turn on 3D audio to simulate the speaker environment in your headphones. Audeze Mobius microphone demo: Audeze Mobius headphones do not come cheap, but it is a favorite industry and it is worth every penny if you value
quality audio.2 gaming. Corsair Virtuoso Wireless SECorsair produces some of the most popular gaming headsets around, and its Virtuoso Wireless SE headset is one of our favorite products for microphone quality. Although it's not quite up to snuff for podcasting, it's one of the better boom mics you'll
find on a pair of gaming headphones. Also, the microphone works well for things like conference calls, but you need to plug it into your laptop for that. Corsair Virtuoso SE microphone demo: includes a USB-C to USB-A cable, a aux 3.5mm 3.5mm cable and a USB wireless dongle. It has a battery life of 20
hours, more than enough play time to help you overcome any sleeper. The sound quality is very good and quite accurate for gaming headphones. The upper bass notes are slightly amplified, as well as the upper mid-range notes, so the explosions and words remain clear.3. SteelSeries Arctis 1
WirelessThe SteelSeries Arctis Wireless uses a USB-C RF dongle to provide free lag audio to unplug Nintendo switches and all kinds of smartphones. It comes with an adapter cord for USB-A, so you'll be able to get wireless audio on PC, Docked Nintendo Switches, and Playstation 4. The Xbox One still
doesn't support audio via USB, but don't worry: the headset also comes with a 3.5mm cord so you can go wired and still use it. SteelSeries Arctis 1 Wireless microphone demo: top of that swath of connection options, the Arctis 1 Wireless has remarkably solid audio output, and it can last up to 25 hours on
a single charge. There is no fairly average surround sound and microphone, but at a price, this is still one of the best gaming headsets around.4. SteelSeries Arctis Pro + GameDACAs SteelSeries Arctis 1 Wireless is a great headset, this USB wire-only option takes things to the next level. Arctis Pro
comes with GameDAC's digital to analog converter, which offers a rare level of audio optimization, even when compared to the rest of the best gaming headsets on the market. A dedicated GameDAC may sound overly necessary (and in some ways), but it allows you to change the sound recorder settings
without adding software or even having to alt-tab from the game. Just hold down the main button and use GameDAC's built-in LED display to tweak your audio. This makes it a great choice, especially for PC and PS4 gamers. Thankfully, you can also use it with your phone or Switch using the included
3.5mm converter. SteelSeries Arctis Pro + GameDAC microphone demo: and it features cool RBG lighting, a fully recedable microphone, and particularly comfortable earpads.5. HyperX Cloud Alpha ProTholy is one of the best gaming headsets for gamers who want something simple that completes the
job without breaking the bank. It lacks fancy features and the microphone is a bit inefficient, but the headset looks great and has a comfortable, solid connection. It uses a 3.5mm audio cable, so it's compatible with anything with a headphone jack. At $84.99, you can't really go wrong with those gaming
headphones. Plus, the red accents and HyperX logo give it an aesthetic clear prime should match your other peripherals.6. The Razer Kraken XThe Kraken X brings a lot of value to the table. Sure, it does sounds almost as good as HyperX Cloud Alpha, but it delivers 3.5mm connectivity and 7.1 surround
sound (on Windows 10) at low prices. It's one of the best gaming headsets to get on cheap. Read more: Best headphones under $100It has a lightweight design, with head tape made of durable thermoplastics. Memory foam pads have small spaces to relieve pressure if you wear glasses. The attached
microphone is flexible and provides clear audio. Razer Kraken X microphone demo: is a remarkably comfortable headset, and the volume and microphone control on the left headset makes it convenient as well. Unfortunately, surround sound 7.1 only works with Windows 10, but you won't find better
gaming headsets at this price. Sound is an important part of the game, and any of these will help you challenge your opponents with great auditory performance. We hope you find the best gaming headset for you on this list, whether you're looking for performance, thumpy bass or absolute value. Best
gaming headset: Honorable mentionsFnatic React Headset: It's very similar to HyperX Cloud Alpha, only it doesn't sound quite as good. The headset has one of the most accurate microphones you can find in gaming headsets, so this is a great option for those who really rely on voice chat. HyperX Cloud
Orbit S: Based on the Audeze Mobius, this headset offers nearly all the same features except Bluetooth, for less than $70. Really, that's the only difference. SteelSeries Arctis 7: It feels identical to the Arctis Pro, only it's wireless, a lot cheaper and has no LEDs. It sounds great, and it's super comfortable-
enough to say. What you should know about gaming headsets Most gaming headsets with many features are aimed at using with Windows PCs. Headphones like Audeze Mobius, Razer Kraken X and SteelSeries Arctis Pro all offer a lot of different types of features, but a lot of features rely on using apps
you can only get on your PC. Multi-platform headphones are difficult to find Find a really multi-platform headset is difficult - especially if you play on Xbox One. Microsoft limits the compatibility of accessories created for your console, so you won't be a wireless or USB headset that works entirely on both
playstation 4 and Xbox One. There are often separate versions for people with different console needs, so be sure to keep track of compatibility. Wireless headphones generally don't support BluetoothWireless gaming headsets that don't use Bluetooth for gaming. Bluetooth's frequent audio lag problems
may have become less problematic over time, but there is no panel Supports Bluetooth audio and RF transmission for free. If you are looking for a wireless gaming headset, expect to reserve a USB port for it. Why You Should Trust SoundGuysWorking now is a full-time job for each team member, and
each writer has years of experience when considering audio products. SoundGuys constantly tests the pulse of the fast-growing audio world, allowing the team to understand what consumers are and what they deserve. We want our readers to be happy with their purchase, and none of our writers can
benefit from the introduction of Product X on product Y. To better understand how the site works, visit the SoundGuys ethics policy page. This list of the best gaming headsets comes from audio experts at our SoundGuys sister site. Their in-depth checks go here. It's here.
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